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Currently CEO of companies, he is also a professor of interpersonal and political communication at the University
of Padua (NOSPol). For several years he was a communication consultant for Progress & Partner. In the past he
has collaborated with leading national and international companies, managing important customer portfolios,
as general agent and area manager, also dealing with staff training and management (Pavesi S.p.A. - Barilla
S.p.A. - Shell S.p.A. - Beta Group, etc.). In 2008 he was given the position of communication teacher at the
institute of post-university studies "Uniglobus" of Assisi.
He attended seminars and training courses and interpersonal, intrapersonal and public communication, held
by professors such as Mario Silvano, Salvo Davì, Claudio Fava and at the universities of Harvard, Polytechnic of
Milan and Cà Foscari of Venice. Scientific high school diploma, PhD with major in Economics and Commerce,
and master of Business Administration (P.W.U. Usa). Degree H.C. in political science, sociology and in modern
literature.
His thirty-year interest in active politics began by attending study conferences organized by the then Minister
Carlo Donat Cattin in Saint-Vincent. Later he trained at the school of the then Minister Sandro Fontana. Attends
Party Leadership School (PPI). Collaboration began with the then Minister Carlo Giovanardi, of which he would
become the contact person. He was a spokesman for the Padua party and a member of the national board
of probivirs. Between 2008 and 2009 he took on leading roles in the foundation of the center-right. Following this
trajectory of experience, a great operational knowledge of social relationality in the field of politics matures.
Member of several academies including: academic correspondent of the Pontifical Academy Tiberina - Rome,
academic of merit of the Nobilis Cilenti Academy, academic of merit with gold medal of the Sancti Francisci
Academy, graduate academic of the Dannunziana International University.
He has several noble family titles, has had new concessions, and is a knight grand cross of many dynastic, noble
and knightly orders.

